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Cover Letter1
Norsk Nukleær Dekommisjonering
Storgata 2a
N-1767 Halden

Attn.: Nils Bøhmer

Your Ref.: Study Our Ref.: NOP-21-004-RFI Rev 2 Date: 11.10. 2021

Dear Nils,

Halliburton has been honoured to be awarded the study contract to find a rig and drilling
system that would allow constructing a borehole storage facility for the nuclear waste
in Norway. During the work with the borehole storage facility and the review of the various
reports it is evident how Norwegian offshore oil and gas competency can be utilized in
other industries, nuclear industry included, and how the supply chain for the oil and gas
industry allows for easy construction of a nuclear waste borehole storage.

It is clear to Halliburton that the borehole strategy should be a clear candidate to larger
storage facilities as they are planning in Finland since the volume of waste is limited in
Norway, however, Halliburton is currently not involved in all the aspects of deciding what
type of storage facility is used and its view can therefore be skewed as well. It should
be mentioned though that a borehole storage facility would have these main benefits:

1. Short construction time
2. Low environmental impact during the construction phase
3. Low long term storage risk (perceived based on stable geological formations)
4. Quick deployment of nuclear waste
5. Quick recovery of nuclear waste
6. Low-cost alternative

The objectives of this short study have been to describe the reports already made, as
well as providing a technical rig and service solution that provides a means to construct
the borehole storage facility. Included are also the budgetary quotes for this allowing
NND to understand the overall costs associated with this construction effort.

Yours truly,
for Halliburton AS  

Jørn Tore Giskemo
Business Development
Halliburton Norway
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Report Reviews2
In this section, Halliburton has reviewed the provided reports from other sources in order
to gauge the input from these reports towards industry cost and experiences. Overall
these reports are high quality, with the clear exception that some market rates are off
by a bit in some of them. Market rates which are deviating from actual market rates are
totally understandable and the only way to probe the market accurately is to engage
the market with an RFI for a set type of service. This should also be one of the learnings
from the review have done of these reports.

Especially the report made by Bernt Aadnøy is of superior quality and should be regarded
as a very good guide for how to approach building the single borehole for storage of
nuclear waste.

The individual reports are being commented in the following sub chapters:

2.1 "Deep Borehole Placement of Radioactive Wastes", in HAL Submission -
NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1
2.2 "Cost Estimation for Norwegian National Facility" - Chapter 7, in HAL Submission
- NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1
2.3 "Stand alone repository DGR and deep borehole costs" page 7 and 15-18 - Review,
in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1
2.4 "Stand alone repository DGR and deep borehole - cost estimation" 3.1.3
Underground parts...., in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1
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"Deep Borehole Placement of Radioactive
Wastes"

2.1

The Deep Borehole Disposal Concept has been authored by one of the Norwegian Oil
and Gas industry nestors of education for drilling applications in Norway and abroad. 

The overall impression of the report is solid, with no major loopholes as far as Halliburton
can identify. There are some organizational aspects that may need updating to be more
aligned with the current state of the industry today. In section 5.3 commercial drilling
companies are described and a fairly dated hierarchy approach is described. A more
commonplace solution in today’s market is to let one of the large service companies
like Halliburton be the sole provider of the project, including providing the drilling
contractor as a subcontract to a client. 

In the appendixes, a report called Deep Borehole Disposal of Nuclear Waste has been
assessed and cost has been derived from that report. The total well cost, though 10
years old, has been estimated to be between 17M to 41M USD. These costs include
the different aspects that are not included in the Halliburton cost estimation and are
considered to be low compared to the Halliburton analysis.

The estimation from Israel is more on par with the Halliburton estimation though slightly
over the Halliburton estimates.
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"Cost Estimation for Norwegian National
Facility" - Chapter 7

2.2

In this section, we have included comments to Chapter 7 of the Technical Report, "Cost
estimation for Norwegian National Facility" developed by AINS Group, dated Sep.2020,
which contains a concept description and cost estimates for the Deep Borehole
repository concept.

The concept description is based on wellbores down to 3500 meters measured depth.
By selecting a site location that will provide the required rock properties for a permanent
depository at shallower depths will reduce the overall project cost, as there is a clear
correlation between well depth and cost.

Comments to Introduction

The estimated Lump Sum for site investigations and planning of 1.500.000 EUR seems
to be adequate, although the exact scope of the planning is not specified. Items that
should be looked into are geological modeling, desktop studies (drilling engineering)
based on available data, development of the project plan including mobilization/
demobilization, development of the drilling program. Further on some development work
is required to develop a drill bit with the required diameter, suitable for drilling to the
required depth in the specific depository rock.

Comments to section 7.1 Site Investigations and planning

The technical considerations in this article seem to be addressing some relevant issues.
Comments to section 7.2 Construction / Drilling 

The drilling strategy of the borehole also has to be considered either to drill a large
borehole in the first sequence, or first drill a smaller diameter hole, and then open up to
the final diameter in a separate run. The requirements for data collection (coring samples,
or LMWD data collection), and requirements for geo-steering may have an impact on
which strategy will provide the best technical solution and the most cost-efficient
approach.

Design and development of the required drill bit (large diameter / hard rock) is required,
as this type of bit is not available in the market today. However similar technologies
exist, and the development of such a drill bit is considered to be well within the
capabilities of current technology.

As the majority of the depository well will be drilled in very competent and stable rock,
it is not expected to require long casing strings in the wellbore. Normally the 50 - 70 top
meters would require a steel casing/conductor to be installed, but it is not considered
to be required below this depth.

Cost assessment for this portion is based on 75000 Euros/day which seems reasonable,
however, the overall cost for the borehole including casing and completion is estimated
to be around 63 000 000 Euros. This equals an estimated total of 840 days of operation
if everything was to be included in the day rate. This is typical of how an overall cost for
a well is calculated in the oil and gas industry, however, with fewer days associated with
a single borehole. 840 operating days is 2,3 years if calculated straight line, which is
excessive in any means. It is therefore assumed the borehole cost is overestimated by
around 30%.
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Comments to 7.3 Operating
The Operating phase is the phase where the canisters are installed in the wellbore. It is
considered most cost-effective to utilize the Drilling rig to install the canisters as it also
has the capacity to backfill the void spaces around the canisters in the same operation
as lowering and installing the canisters. The tools used to connect the drill string to the
canister should enable backfilling through circulation ports, as well as be capable to re-
connect with the canister in the event it will be required to pull the canister back out of
the wellbore before permanent plugging. Existing technology should be easily adapted
to include this capability. As the wellbore is not very deep compared to wells drilled in
the oil and gas industry, the tripping speed of the rig is not that relevant for the overall
time consumption. The main efficiency factor in this part of the process will be the
procedure and process of getting the canisters located in the well centre at the surface,
attaching the canisters to the drill string and the operation downhole with backfilling
and placement of the canister. The estimated 90 day time to install the 69 canisters
seems a bit high, Halliburton's time estimate suggests approximately 60 days for this
part of the operation.

The overall cost for the canisters and the operating cost appears to be reasonable and
well thought through. It might even be a bit low for the rig activities to place fill material
in between the canisters. However, this is all depending on the efficiency of the rig
chosen. The Optimus rig described in this document should be having the right
performance metrics to meet the stated timing. 

The closure part of the operation is the final permanent sealing of the wellbore. As the
drilling rig is still on-site, it is considered to be a relatively simple operation to place the
plugging materials in the wellbore. 
However, based on Halliburton's global experience from both on- and offshore drilling
operations, the long-term integrity of the sealing materials is considered critical for the
success of the entire project and should be subject to detailed studies and qualification
projects as required. The sealing materials should provide a permanent seal "for eternity".

Comments to 7.4 Closure

The cost associated with the closure is evaluated to be well within the necessary cost
window. Halliburton estimate that the 10 M EUR is even a bit high. Normally costs go
high on closure on wells when you have a poorly consolidated formation that is too weak
to hold a fluid column, this is probably not going to be the case for this scenario since
a location where the rock formations are relatively stable and with minimal to no
permeability and porosity is going to be chosen.
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"Stand alone repository DGR and deep
borehole costs" page 7 and 15-18 - Review

2.3

Comments to Page 7 - 2.2 Stand-alone Deep borehole Disposal
Facility
The concept described leaves an impression that the intention is to build a series of
permanent buildings and infrastructure for the project that will be dismantled after the
project. It is considered to be more cost-effective (lower Investment cost) to base the
infrastructure on temporary installations and limit the permanent infrastructure to those
buildings required for the permanent monitoring etc. that will have to be present for the
future.

The estimated time life for the site of 5 years, which could be correct when building and
dismantling permanent installations but will be significantly reduced if the solution is
based on temporary and rental equipment. 

The required lot for a well site is in the range of 150 - 150 meters. A lot in the near vicinity
of an existing industrial estate should provide a suitable location, as infrastructure like
power, water and sewage usually is readily available.

The cost breakdown of the stand-alone deep borehole disposal facility from the Finnish
authors is detailed and is referencing typical well construction costs. The overall cost
breakdown for the well construction phase is fairly detailed and provides insight into
how the cost is distributed. 

Comments to page 15-18 - 3.2 Stand-alone Deep Borehole
Disposal Facility

Predominantly the stand-alone Deep Borehole Disposal Facility cost driver is the well
construction and deconstruction cost. This cost accounts for approximately 65% of the
total cost. The example explains the 3500-meter deep borehole and we should reduce
this figure by 10-12 Million Euros due to a shorter borehole constructed.

It is assumed further reduction in cost can be reduced due to smaller boreholes needed
due to the smaller numbers of casing strings as well. Analysis of sites in Norway may
uncover even better geological conditions allowing even fewer casing strings needed
further reducing the overall well construction cost. This is only going to be determined
when drilling pilot holes determining the geological conditions.

The daily cost is relatively low compared to the equipment needed, however, the duration
for the well construction appears to be long for the 3500-meter deep borehole. Once a
site is chosen it would be determined if the overall cost assessment from this study is
going to be accurate. Halliburtons opinion is that the cost is probably a little high in the
overall cost.
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"Stand alone repository DGR and deep
borehole - cost estimation" 3.1.3
Underground parts....

2.4

This section contains Halliburton's comments to the AINS Group, Technical
memorandum "Stand-alone repository DGR and Deep borehole - cost estimation"
report, section 3.1.3 Underground parts of the Deep geological repository (pages 15-18).

No comments except that the drilling of the mentioned survey hole seems to be based
on slim hole drilling from a light drilling unit. More details will be required to evaluate if
this approach is feasible to the depths of 1.500 - 3.000 meters in the depository formation,
with its characteristics.

Comments to 3.1.3.1 Site investigations, planning

The total investment/construction cost of 136.237.000 EUR the estimates are based on
a concept where most of the technical installations are designed and built as permanent
installations, and the project execution (construction, waste deposit, and plugging)
operations are estimated to take two years.

Comments to 3.1.3.2 Investments / Construction

For the construction of the depository wells, the majority of the technical installations
can be based on the re-use of existing equipment available in the offshore rental market,
providing a significantly lower capital investment and overall improved cost efficiency
to the project. This approach will limit the capital required for infrastructure on-site that
will have a relatively short lifetime.

The estimated operational time of 2 years seems to be adequate, but there should be
a potential to reduce this period by approximately 6 months using a drilling unit with
"offshore" specifications to drill the depository wells, for canister installation and
plugging of the wellbores.

Comments to 3.1.3.3 Operation

The total estimated operation cost of 25.687.000 EUR seems, as expected, to be low
compared to a solution where more of the technical equipment is based on the rental
of existing available equipment. The additional operating cost is however offset by the
lower Investment / Construction cost related to the concept based on the rental of
equipment.

The estimated Closure costs include an estimate of the Plugging of the depository wells
and dismantling of the permanent infrastructure. The overall cost estimate of 43.965.000
EUR can be reduced by using more existing rental equipment, as this equipment is
designed for easy and cost-effective mobilization and demobilization. Hence this
represents an opportunity to lower overall project costs.
Further on the cost estimates of backfilling into the wellbore will need to be investigated
further, as the cost of this is process is linked to the material used. The potential of Re-
use of drilling cuttings for plugging is initially considered to below, as the rock properties
predict that the drilled rock most likely will consist of very fine particles not suited for
re-use as plugging material. 

Comments to 3.1.3.4 Closure
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Comments to 3.1.3.5 Total Costs
The estimated total cost of construction, operation, and closing of the underground part
of the project is estimated to 210.889.000 EUR. The proposed solution by AINS group
seems to involve a relatively high Investment / Construction cost for a site that will have
a very short lifetime. Hence it is deemed more economical to base the solution on
technical equipment already available in the rental market. The rental equipment
available is designed for temporary projects and provides the same if not even better
safety level as a permanent technical solution. The solution base on temporary
equipment will reduce the overall project cost.

Please refer to section 3.2 Budget, in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI for further
details and comments regarding the alternative solution based on maximum use of
rental equipment, and minimal use of permanent infrastructure. The approach by using
a higher degree of rental equipment will significantly reduce the Investment /
Construction cost on the site.
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Drilling consept based on offshore
technology

3

Drilling large diameter boreholes in base-rock formations require relatively large forces
to be exerted to the formation from the drill string, hence the need to implement
equipment packages that are designed for a different market segment, namely offshore
equipment. 

The unusual aspect is that the nominal diameter of the borehole is to be consistent
throughout the depth of the borehole, drilled and completed in an inert and stable
formation. Also, drilling in rock types as granite, would create more wear and tear on
the equipment than drilling through sandstone and clay.

In particular, the torque capacity of the rotary solution of the drilling unit would provide
a negative effect for the project should one choose a rig concept that had less than
optimal specifications. Other aspects to consider are surface handling facilities to deal
with borehole returns and pumping capacities. Normally these systems on land units
are either pit dug on land lined with rubber elements, and diesel pumps creating noise
for the local environment. More and more offshore equipment is delivered with electrical
driven pumps and hydraulic power units, and if needed some of these units could also
be fully converted into full electrical units in order to reduce noise levels. 

The package that Halliburton proposes for the overall delivery of the borehole is therefore
described in the next few sections. 
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Technical description3.1
Halliburton has a long history of managing integrated well construction projects. On
integrated projects Halliburton takes the role of the overall Project manager, being
responsible for planning and execution of the entire well construction project. This
includes integration and management of the required subcontractors to deliver the
required overall project scope. In Norway, in 2016, Halliburton teamed up with the rig
company Petro Well Services AS for a project to permanently plug and abandon 20
wells. As per our business model, Halliburton was the main contractor, supplying all
equipment, materials, and services required to plug the wells, including Project
Management. 

Petro Well Services was established in 2016. The group was founded on “Simplify the
Energy Equation”. Their first concept and project was the Optimus Modular Rig concept.

This Optimus modular rig and service were used on the Plug & Abandon campaign on
the Jotun B Field in the Southern North Sea, assigned by ExxonMobil. Petro Well Services
was engaged as a sub-contractor to Halliburton on back-to-back contract terms with
Halliburton.  The project was delivered below budget, and represented a cost reduction
for the plug and abandon campaign of more than 50% compared to traditional technical
and contractual approaches.

The Optimus rig designed and is built on the following objectives;

• Be lightweight and have a small footprint as practicable
• Required to be installed onto existing derrick footings
• Have low Personnel on-site (POS) requirements
• Capable of workover and drilling operations

Combined with the Halliburton services a very minimal crew can operate this unit offshore
as well as onshore. Halliburton and other service providers are able to provide real-time
data centers with capabilities to monitor and record all the various parameters that would
be of interest. The Mudlogging services in the oil and gas industry are set up to monitor
and record any parameter of interest. It is typical to monitor at least 40-60 different
sensors during any drilling activity both on and offshore.

The main technical concept of a rig is described in Attachment 3.1 in HAL Submission
- NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1, Attachment 3.2 in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1
and Attachment 3.3 in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1 below with more
technical detail about the auxiliary systems like fluid systems following the rig
description.
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Attachment 3.1 in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1: Rig
details overview
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www.pws-global.com

Petro Well Services provides 
services to the P&A,
well intervention and drilling 
markets, which include:

Cost e� ective modular rig services

Innovative modular rig
with low POB

Well engineering studies

Project management
and collaboration

Engineering
and technical support

Crewing solutions

FL-001   PWS Optimus - Rev 2
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Main Unit Footprint: 11.7m x 11.7m (38ft x 38ft)*
Substructure Foot Print: 4m x 4m (13ft x 13ft)
Total Height (with/without vent): 35m / 39m
Total System Weight: 415 Te (excluding mud system)
Weight on Derrick Feet: 308 Te
Nominal modules weight: 12000 Kg

Max. Continuous Drill Torque: 55.3 kN.m (40,800 ft.lbf) 
Maximum Rotation Speed: 208 rpm 
Maximum Torque (Make/Break): 81 kN.m (60,000 ft.lbf)
Nominal Hook Load: 225 Te (250 short ton) 
Maximum Hook Load (stuck pipe): 300 Te (350 short ton) 

Optimus, the modular super single rig

Drill Pipe / Casing Range: 2-7/8in to 20in 
Maximum Joint Length: Range 3 drill pipe (13.7m / 45 ft) 
Conductor Pulling Diameter Range: 16in to 30in
Maximum Tripping Speed: 30 Joints per hour, 500 meters per hour

Rig Up Time: 3 to 6 weeks 
Commissioning: 3 to 4 weeks 
Rig Down Time: 2 to 3 weeks 

Crew Requirement: 10 POB (12 Man build crew) 

Certi� cation type:
DNVGL-OS-E101 drilling plant
NORSOK compliant
NORSOK Z-015 temporary equipment

* Foot print of main unit dependant on interface requirement and can be
adjusted to suit location. Size shown is for the interface beams used to 
connect to the derrick footings on the Jotun B, alternative options include 
connection of the substructure to a BOP cathedral.

Field proven on the Norwegian
continental shelf

P&A WELL SERVICES LTD
ABERDEEN, UNITED KINGDOM

PETRO WELL SERVICES AS
ÅLESUND, NORWAY

BJØRN BJERKE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Tel: +44 (0) 1330 826 885
Email: post@pws-global.com

Tel: +47 70 30 43 40
Email: post@pws-global.com

Tel: +47 926 22 266
Email: bjbj@pws-global.com

www.pws-global.com

CONTACT US
Our main o�  ce is located in Ålesund, on the west coast
of Norway. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions.

FL-001   PWS Optimus - Rev 2
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Attachment 3.2 in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1:
Detailed description of Optimus drilling unit
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If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date. 

Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

Document Owner: Senior Engineer

Document Ref: SS-001 Revision: 02 
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

OR-281-05: Revision 2 Page 3 of 7 

March 2018 

If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date.

1.0 Introduction 

This document shall detail the speciation of the PWS Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit. 

2.0 Technical Overview 

The PWS Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit is a state-of-the-art modular rig comprising of a semi-

automated drilling system and semi-automated conductor pulling system. 

The unit can perform workover operations such as milling, side track drilling, wireline and coil 

tubing, as well as decommissioning operations such as conductor and slot recovery. 

The drilling unit mast is equipped with a hoisting system which utilizes cylinders, wires and 

sheaves in a pulley system for lifting and lowering the travelling block.   

Control of the entire rig is managed from the operator chair in the Driller Controllers Cabin with 

minimal manual intervention required on the drill floor.  CCTV cameras and monitors allow the 

Driller full visibility of operations. 

The unit includes a Tubular Feeding Machine and Pipe Deck Handling Crane which allows it to 

load drill pipe and casing from pipe deck to drill floor with no platform assistance required. 

There are 8 main modules which make up the unit: 

• Substructure (Including Drill Floor)

• Mast c/w Cylinder Hoisting System and Top Drive (PTD 500 AC)

• Drillers Control Cabin (DCC)

• Local Instrument Room (LIR)

• Hoisting System Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU)

• Variable Frequency Drive Container (VFD)

• Tubular Feeding Machine (TFM)

• Pipe Handling Crane

If required, a BOP Cathedral can be supplied for below the substructure. 

There are two modes the unit can be configured for; drilling mode and conductor pulling mode.  

In drilling mode, the drill floor is fitted with the following equipment: 

• Rotary Table – 49-1/2“

• Iron Roughneck – BL381

• 2 off Hydraulic Catheads – 140kN

• Utility Winch – 10Te

• Manrider Winch – 150kg
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

OR-281-05: Revision 2 Page 4 of 7 

March 2018 

If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date.

• 2 off General Purpose Equipment Trollies (For use with equipment such as casing tong)

When switching to conductor pulling mode, the TFM is removed and the following equipment is 

added: 

• Dual Drill Machine

• Conductor Pinning Machine

• Diamond Wire Saw

• Conductor Handling Platform

The unit is equipped with the following safety systems and features: 

• Zone Management (Drilling Interlock System)

• Fire and Gas System (Including flammable gas, H2S, smoke and flame detectors)

• ESD Function

• Drill Floor Firewater Deluge

• Drill Floor Fire Hose Reels

• HPU Firewater Sprinklers

• Fire Extinguishers

• PA System

• Safety Shower

• Eye Wash Station

• Personnel Stretcher

• First Aid Kit

3.0 Certification and Design Data 

Design Temperature : -20°C to +45°C

Certification Society : DNV 

Certification Type : DNVGL-OS-E101 Drilling Plant 

NORSOK Z-015 Temporary Equipment 
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

OR-281-05: Revision 2 Page 5 of 7 

March 2018 

If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date.

4.0 Notable Dimensions and Weights 

Substructure Footprint : 4m x 4m (13ft x 13ft) 

Mast Footprint  : 4m x 4m (13ft x 13ft) 

Substructure and Drill Floor Height  : 4m / 13ft  

Mast Height (w/o Cold Vent Line) : 31m / 98ft 

Additional Mast Height with Vent Line : 4m (As per NORSOK D-001) 

Total Unit Height (with/without vent line) : 35m / 39m 

Drill Floor Area : 9.8m x 8.4m (Nominal) 

HPUs Footprint (6 Containers, 3 x 2 Stacked) : 14.5m x 5.4m 

Total System Weight : 371Te 

Main Unit Weight : 268Te* 

*Weight of substructure and mast complete with drilling equipment.  Excludes HPU’s, TFM, VFD

and pipe handling crane.
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

OR-281-05: Revision 2 Page 6 of 7 

March 2018 

If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date.

5.0 Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit Specification 

Nominal Hook Load  : 227Te (250 short ton) 

Maximum Hook Load (stuck pipe) : 318Te (350 short ton) 

Drill Pipe / Casing Range : 2-7/8in to 20in

Maximum Joint Length : 1 off Range 3 Drill Pipe (13.7m/45ft) 

Conductor Pulling Diameter Range : 16in to 36in 

Max. Hoist Speed (up to 130 Te) : 1m/s (3.3 ft/s) 

Max. Hoist Speed (up to 270 Te) : 0.5 m/s (1.65 ft/s) 

Max. Travel Speed at Max Load (318 Te) : 0.08m/s (0.17 ft/s) 

Max. Continuous Drill Torque : 55.3 kN.m (40,800 lbf-ft) 

Maximum Rotation Speed : 208 rpm 

Torque at Maximum Speed  : 37.15 kN.m (27,400 lbf-ft) 

Maximum Make-Up Torque : 175 kN.m (129,000 lbf-ft) 

Maximum Break-Out Torque : 203 kN.m (150,000 lbf-ft) 

Tool Joint Capacity : 3-1/2in to 9-3/4in

Atmosphere : Salty and Corrosive 

Min. Relative Humidity : 30% 

Max. Relative Humidity : 100% 

Max. Operational Wind : 25m/s / 49knots** 

Max. Erection Wind : 10m/s / 20knots** 

Max. Survival Condition Wind  : 45m/s / 87knots** 

**(1hour mean wind velocity @ 10m) 

Max. Wave Height for Transport Lifts  : 3m (9.8ft) 
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Optimus Drilling and P+A Unit 

Specification Summary 

OR-281-05: Revision 2 Page 7 of 7 

March 2018 

If printed this document is considered uncontrolled and may not be up-to-date.

Rig Up Time  : 1 to 6 weeks (dependant on configuration) 

Commissioning : 2 to 4 weeks 

Rig Down Time : 2 to 3 weeks (dependant on configuration) 

6.0 Power Requirements 

Optimus Hydraulic Power Units : 1600kw 

Variable Frequency Drive (for Top Drive) : 1000kw 

General power  : 70kw 

Essential power : 15kw 

UPS Power : 8kw 

Tubular Feeding Machine : 250kw 

Pipe Deck Handling Crane : 63kw 
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Attachment 3.3 in HAL Submission - NOP-21-004-RFI_Rev1: Mud
plant
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www.pws-global.com

MODULAR MUD PROCESSING SYSTEM
An important design criteria for the modular mud processing system is 
adaptation to space and weight limitations.

Maximum modular shipping lifts
of 12,000 kg

Road transportable, without need for 
special arrangements

Designed for oil based mud handling/ 
containment

Suitable for long service in o� shore 
environment and frequent contact 
with relevant fl uids

Suitable for fl uid weights up to 2.2 SG

Mud volume monitoring system 

Modular units allow for simple on site 
construction and commissioning

FL-003   PWS Modular mud processing system - Rev 1
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FL-003   PWS Modular mud processing system - Rev 1

FLOW DIVIDER
Area classifi cation: Zone I
Type:  Pneumatic
Capacity (total):  2 x 600 gpm
Valve type:  Weir gate
Control:  Local via Shaker’s LCP

SHALE SHAKER
Area classifi cation:  Zone I
Control:  Local Push Button Panel
Local control panel (start):  Ex-rated
Vibratory motion type:  Elliptical
Drive system:  Electrical motor, belt drive
Angle of motion:  Fixed
Screen confi guration:  Triple Deck
Screen type:  Pre-tensioned composite
Screen clamping:  Pneumatic
Motor type:  2 ea. vibrator-type motors (5.5 kW each)
HVAC:  Hood included for each shaker

CUTTINGS SCREW CONVEYOR
Area classifi cation:  Zone I
Type:  U-type
Capacity:  Up to 20 ton/h
Length:  5,810 mm
System drive:  9 kW electric, 480V 3ph. 60Hz
Speed:  Max 40 rpm / min
Qty of discharge outlets:  2
Outlets control:  TBC
Control:  Local via LCP and remote via MCS

CENTRIFUGAL DEGASSER
Control:  Local via Local Push Button Panel
Monitoring:  Local via Local Push Button Panel
Capacity:  1,200 gpm each
Main motor:  25 kW
Blower motor:  1.1 kW
Mud gas inlet:  21”
Gas discharge outlet:  1 - 1/4”
Mud discharge outlet:  6”

MUD GAS SEPARATOR
Area Classifi cation:  Zone I
Type:  Mud Gas Separator
Height:  4,011 mm
Weight:  2,700 kg
Inlet:  6”
Secondary 
“hot” mud inlet:  4”
Outlet mud:  10”
Ventline:  10”
Manhole:  16”
Sensor ports:  2” x 3
Capacity:  3,785 l/min
Pressure:  150 psi
Control:  2 Pressure Indicators

1 Temperature Sensor
Service:  H2S Sour Gas

MUD MIXING UNIT
Area Classifi cation:  Safe
System Control:  Local / Remote (option)
System Drive:  Mud
Skid Weight:  250 kg
Mud Mixer Type:  Venturi-type mixer
Powder mixing capacity:  35 m3/h
Liquid fl ow:  150 – 300 m3/h
Installation type:  Fixed

LOW PRESSURE MUD SYSTEM
The Low Pressure Mud System comprises the following
main equipment:
o Skid-mounted centrifugal electric pumps
o Tank washing machines with pumps
o Agitator package

MUD CHARGE PUMP
Quantity:  2
Pump Type:  6x5x14 (11” impeller)
TDH:  35 meter
Capacity:  227 m3/h
Mud Weight:  2.2 SG
Viscosity:  0 - 100 Cp
Voltage Rating:  480 V, 60 Hz
Motor Type:  90 kW (1,775 rpm)
Protection Class:  IP56

MODULAR MUD PROCESSING SYSTEM
The Modular Drilling Rig (MDR) Mud Process System
is engineered for:
• Modular shipping lifts to be 12,000 kg
• Road transportable
• Suitable for long service in on and o� shore environments
• Designed for oil based mud handling/ containment
• Suitable for fl uid weights up to 2.2 SG
• Includes mud volume monitoring system. 
• Electrical connections to be plug and play in nature.
• Modular nature to allow simple on site construction 

and commissioning, as well as simple dismantling and relocation.

Volume and Confi guration of the Tanks for the Modular Mud 
Processing System. The total volume of the system is 206 m3, 
distributed as follows:

Reserve Tank #1:   40 m3

Reserve Tank #2:   40 m3

Mix & Storage Tank:  40 m3

Active & Slug Tank:  40 m3 (30 m3 slug / 10 m3 active)
Shaker & Degasser Tank:  40 m3 (25 m3 shaker / 15 m3 degasser)
Trip Tank Skid:  6 m3

Additional capacity can be added as required.

P&A WELL SERVICES LTD
ABERDEEN, UNITED KINGDOM

PETRO WELL SERVICES AS
ÅLESUND, NORWAY

BJØRN BJERKE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Tel: +44 (0) 1330 826 885
Email: post@pws-global.com

Tel: +47 70 30 43 40
Email: post@pws-global.com

Tel: +47 926 22 266
Email: bjbj@pws-global.com

www.pws-global.com

CONTACT US
Our main o�  ce is located in Ålesund, on the west coast
of Norway. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions.

MUD TREATMENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
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Budget3.2

Total
The budget has been split up into multiple subcategories, and any service cost has not
been considered at this point. This is because the cost variance will fluctuate highly
depending on the start date of the project. It would though be assumed a cost of 100k
USD / operating day is a fairly good estimate. This would include all the drilling tools,
cementing services, fluids, logging services, etc. A summary of the cost of the service
can be found in the table below. The overall total for the drilling rig equipment is shown
first.

Project activity UOM Amount Total [NOK] Comments

Planning days 90 13 965 642 See own tab
Preparation of site days 30 21 272 369 See own tab
Transportation of the modular rig and equipment
to site

days 14 13 309 728 See own tab

Assembly and test of modular rig and equipment
on site

days 90 52 890 937 See own tab

Rig up and rig down of drilling and casing
operations

days 2 1 070 958 See tab Dayrate

Drilling of 36" top hole days 1,04 55 7791 See tab Dayrate
Installation of 30" conductor days 1 53 5479 See tab Dayrate
Drilling of 23" hole from 50 to 1500 meter days 60,42 32 351 850 See tab Dayrate
Logging and verification of hole (3 days) days 3 1 606 437 See tab Dayrate
Installation of containers (60 days) days 60 32 128 733 See tab Dayrate
Plugging of well (30 days) days 30 16 064 367 See tab Dayrate
Demobilisation and packing/conservation of rig
and equipment 

days 30 18 772 112 See own tab

Transportation of rig and equipment back to
Stavanger

days 14 16 355 819 See own tab

Documentation and completion days 30 7 615 275 See own tab
Halliburton drilling services 109 282 500 See own table
Total estimate 455 337 779 996

Table 3.1 Total cost estimate

Drilling services Days Total [NOK]
Pre-planning and project management 455 16 282 500
Drilling services 155 93 000 000
Total 109 282 500

Table 3.2 Halliburton drilling services cost
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UoM Amount Monthly lease 
[NOK]

Daily catering
 [NOK]

Total 
[NOK]

Preparation of site, Mobilisation ea 1 1 345 000
Preparation of site, Monthly Lease
and Daily Catering

days 30 315 777 361 680 677 457

Transportation of the modular rig
and equipment to site

days 14 147 362 168 784 316 146 

Assembly and test of modular rig
and equipment on site

days 90 947 330 1 085 040 2 032 370 

Rig up and rig down of drilling and
casing operations

days 2 21 052 24 112 45 164 

Drilling of 36" top hole days 1,04 10 964 12 558 23 523 
Installation of 30" conductor days 1 10 526 12 056 22 582 
Drilling of 23" hole from 50 to 1500
meter 

days 60,42 635 939 728 383 1 364 322 

Logging and verification of hole (3
days)

days 3 31 578 36 168 67 746 

Installation of containers (60 days) days 60 631 553 723 360 1 354 913 
Plugging of well (30 days) days 30 315 777 361 680 677 457 
Demobilisation and packing/
conservation of rig and equipment 

days 30 315 777 361 680 677 457 

Transportation of rig and
equipment back to Stavanger

days 14 147 362 168 784 316 146 

Documentation and completion,
Monthly Lease and Daily Catering

days 30 315 777 361 680 677 457

Documentation and completion,
Demobilisation

ea 1 680 000

Total 10 277 739 

Table 3.3 Living Quarters and Catering cost estimation
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Cost Category: Personnel
Project activity UOM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK]

Planning days 90 40 000 3 600 000 
Preparation of site days 30 95 500 2 865 000 
Transportation of the modular rig and equipment to
site

days 14 151 000 2 114 000 

Assembly and test of modular rig and equipment on
site

days 90 151 000 13 590 000 

Rig up and rig down of drilling and casing operations days 2 151 000 302 000 
Drilling of 36" top hole days 1,04 151 000 157 292 
Installation of 30" conductor days 1 151 000 151 000 
Drilling of 23" hole from 50 to 1500 meter days 60,42 151 000 9 122 917 
Logging and verification of hole (3 days) days 3 151 000 453 000 
Installation of containers (60 days) days 60 151 000 9 060 000 
Plugging of well (30 days) days 30 151 000 4 530 000 
Demobilisation and packing/conservation of rig and
equipment 

days 30 151 000 4 530 000 

Transportation of rig and equipment back to
Stavanger

days 14 151 000 2 114 000 

Documentation and completion days 30 95 500 2 865 000 
Estimated subtotal: Personnel 55 454 208 

Table 3.4 Personnel cost: NND - Cost Estimate - Deep borehole - PWS

Cost Category: Equipment
Project activity UOM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK]
Planning days 90 72 379 6 514 146
Preparation of site days 30 72 379 2 171 382
Transportation of the modular rig and equipment to
site

days 14 108 569 1 519 967

Assembly and test of modular rig and equipment on
site

days 90 361 897 32 570 730

Rig up and rig down of drilling and casing operations days 2 361 897 723 794
Drilling of 36" top hole days 1,04 361 897 376 976
Installation of 30" conductor days 1 361 897 361 897
Drilling of 23" hole from 50 to 1500 meter days 60,42 361 897 21 864 610
Logging and verification of hole (3 days) days 3 361 897 1 085 691
Installation of containers (60 days) days 60  361 897 21 713 820
Plugging of well (30 days) days 30 361 897 10 856 910
Demobilisation and packing/conservation of rig and
equipment 

days 30 361 897 10 856 910

Transportation of rig and equipment back to
Stavanger*

days 14 361 897 5 066 558

Documentation and completion days 30 108 569  3 257 073
Estimated subtotal: Equipment 118 940 465

Table 3.5 Equipment cost: NND - Cost Estimate - Deep borehole - PWS
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Cost Category: Material and 3rd party
Project activity UOM Amount Total [NOK] Comment
Planning days 90 3 851 496
Preparation of site days 30 16 235 987
Transportation of the modular rig and equipment to
site

days 14 9 675 761

Assembly and test of modular rig and equipment on
site

days 90 6 730 207

Rig up and rig down of drilling and casing operations days 2 45 164
Drilling of 36" top hole days 1,04 23 523 Living Quarter

and cateringInstallation of 30" conductor days 1 22 582
Drilling of 23" hole from 50 to 1500 meter days 60,42 1 364 322
Logging and verification of hole (3 days) days 3 67 746
Installation of containers (60 days) days 60 1 354 913
Plugging of well ( 30 days) days 30 677 457
Demobilisation and packing/conservation of rig and
equipment 

days 30 3 385 202

Transportation of rig and equipment back to
Stavanger

days 14 9 175 261

Documentation and completion days 30 1 493 202
Estimated subtotal: Material and 3rd party 54 102 823

Table 3.6 Material and 3rd Party cost : NND - Cost Estimate - Deep borehole - PWS

Description Cost [NOK] Comment
Cost Category: Personnel 55 454 208 Subtotal from Table 3.4 in HAL

Submission - NOP-21-004-
RFI_Rev1

Cost Category: Equipment 118 940 465 Subtotal from Table 3.5 in HAL
Submission - NOP-21-004-
RFI_Rev1

Cost Category: Material and 3rd party 54 102 823 Subtotal from Table 3.6 in HAL
Submission - NOP-21-004-
RFI_Rev1

Estimated total cost in NOK 228 497 496
Estimated total cost in EUR 21 589 975 NOK to EUR: 10,5835

Table 3.7 Total cost : NND - Cost Estimate - Deep borehole - PWS
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Project activity Cost category UOM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK] Item

Planning Personnel days 90 40 000 3 600 000 1
Planning Equipment days 90 72 379 6 514 146 15
Planning Material 10% 90 3 501 360 3 851 496
Total 13 965 642

Table 3.8 Planning cost estimate

Project activity Cost category UoM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK] Item

Preparation of site Personnel days  30  2 865 000 2
Preparation of site Equipment days  30  2 171 382 15
Preparation of site Material 10% 14 496 417  16 235 987 
Total  21 272 369 

Table 3.9 Preparation of the site

Project activity Cost category UoM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK] Item
Transportation of the modular rig
and equipment to site

Personnel days 14 2 114 000 3

Transportation of the modular rig
and equipment to site

Equipment days 14 1 519 967 15

Transportation of the modular rig
and equipment to site

Material 10% 8 796 146 9 675 761

Total 13 309 728

Table 3.10 Assembly and test of rig equipment

Project activity Cost category UoM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK] Item
Demobilisation and packing/
conservation of rig and
equipment 

Personnel days  30  4 530 000 12

Demobilisation and packing/
conservation of rig and
equipment 

Equipment days  30  10 856 910 15

Demobilisation and packing/
conservation of rig and
equipment 

Material 10% 3 077 457  3 385 202 

Total  18 772 112 

Table 3.11 Demobilization and packing
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Project activity UoM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK]

Vessel 980 000 
Trucks 2 000 000 
Lifting specialist Hours 100 1 000 100 000 
Packing personnel Hours 450 1000 450 000 
Labelling 30 000 
Lights 15 000 
Offices 50 000 
Lifting to boat/ break down 1 4 000 000 
Load out 1 400 000 400 000 
Monthly lease of living quarter Month 1 147 362 147 362 
Catering Day 168 784 168 784 
Total 8 341 146 

Table 3.12 Transport of rig and equipment

Project activity Cost category UoM Amount Rate [NOK] Total [NOK] Item
Documentation and completion Personnel days  30 2 865 000 14
Documentation and completion Equipment days  30 3 257 073 15
Documentation and completion Material 10% 1 357 457 1 493 202 
Total 7 615 275 

Table 3.13 Documentation and completion
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Future Studies4
In order to quantify necessary future work, a list of questions has been raised during
the study phase. Some of the most important questions are listed below and they could
either be answered relatively simply or it would potentially constitute a separate study
from any potential vendor in the industry.

1. Onshore project outside the oil industry
1. The Act relating to the working environment, working hours and employment

projection, etc. needs to be evaluated
1. Could the project be run during normal working hours?
2. Local team? Reduce the total cost; Living quarter and catering MNOK 10,2

2. Location, the area is not large enough if there is going to be a living quarter
on at the site how do we address concerns like this?

3. If the location is at an industry dock, lifting and transportation can be reduced
and would need to be revisited, this should be followed up internally in NND.

4. Leave the rig at the site if the trial drilling is a success – The financial benefit
of leaving a rig at the location is definitely a discussion to be had, in order to
quantify any potential cost savings. Mob and Demob activities are costly and
could prohibit secondary mobilization should this arise. Halliburton believes
a purchase vs lease analysis should be undertaken by NND in order to
determine the best financial solution by buying vs leasing a rig on site in Halden.

5. The Optimus rig is built for offshore purposes, there would need to be an
evaluation on VAT and customs, which is not included in the cost estimate.
How would we circumvent this?

2. Handling of waste streams from onshore drilling location, this is an important
factor to be discussed since Halliburton and drilling contractors normally do not
handle any well waste which could contain even NORM. In this case, it is unknown
if NORM would be found on this well location.

3. If multiple boreholes are considered efficiencies for drilling operations could
further be enhanced.

Items pointed out for further discussion/evaluation
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